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(and a small cheeky

favour    )
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I hope this newsletter finds you well and thriving in your business
ventures! I’m not far off returning to Blighty after a trip to America
- although I wouldn't call it a holiday as my phone is never off and
I can't stop replying to emails, I literally love it too much! I have to
say the standard of coffee over here is…erm…variable to say the
least. I swear one cup was actually gravy, but hey ho!

Anyway, I've got some fantastic news to share, and I couldn't be
more excited about this idea that will take our collaboration to
new heights!

I know how essential marketing is for
promoting your brand and connecting
with your audience. To help you
succeed even further, I'm thrilled to
present you with bespoke marketing
templates crafted exclusively for your
business! Much like the personalised
Urnex labels we already provide, these
templates are tailor-made to suit your
unique style and requirements, making
your promotions stand out like never
before and helping to generate
interest in the products you source
from us  Get in touch to know more...

It's Me Again, About to Return From a Quick Break
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I'm delighted to introduce you to an exciting addition to our
service – the all-new Instant Live Chat feature on our
website. Designed with you in mind, this fresh feature
reaffirms our commitment to excellent customer service and
more importantly, our promise to always be there when you
need us.

No gimmicky chatbots with odd names like 'The Caffeinator'
or 'Bean Buddy Barry' that don't quite understand your
question and just direct you to some 'helpful' articles - you'll
get authentic, human-to-human conversation. 

That being said, it’s just another way to get in touch. As
always, you can reach out via email or phone - after all, we
love hearing from you and seeing how you're getting on. As
ever, I'm here, ready to chat and lend an ear.

Test it out now at www.stylecafe.co.uk
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As my valued customer, I'd love your support in two small yet
significant ways that will go really far in strengthening our bond and

help your business tick along nicely:

YOUR SUPPORT IS PRECIOUS
& CAN HELP US BOTH

Your review has the power to make a significant impact on our journey.
I'd be immensely grateful if you could take a moment to leave us a
review on Google and/or Facebook. Your honest feedback will not
only inspire us but also help others discover the value of our services.

1) Follow & Engage on Social Media

We're ramping up our social media game, and your engagement means
the world to me! A bigger presence in the digital world can only benefit

us both so if you haven't already, please take a moment to FOLLOW us on
our social accounts and INTERACT with the content. You'll find us on:

2) Share Your Experience Through Reviews

Leave a Facebook Review HERE

Leave a Google Review HERE
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Your business means the world to me. Even when I'm
not in the office, I'll always get back to you as soon as I
can and I'm always here to provide you with top-notch
assistance and ensure your success in every possible
way. If you have any questions, ideas, or just want to say
"yee-ha!," back at me,  feel free to reach out anytime.

Thank you for being part of the Style Cafe family.
Together, let's take your business to soaring heights of
success!

With heartfelt gratitude,

Rog

Get off your
horse and

drink your
coffee

I Truly Appreciate You


